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For a long time,the discussion about Bai juyi centres round three aspects in 
academic circles.Such as allegery poetry, <the song of  unending sorrow  >and 
realistic poetics.Scholars pay little attention to his ideal of easy life and poems about 
his easy life.But actually, these poetry account for 70 percent of all his poems,and you 
will find the thought which informs his easy life poems are weathy in connotation,as a 
representative of literary ideal in ancient china.So this paper mainly studies Bai juyi's 
easy life ideal and poems in two chapters:Firstly, the article defines the concept of 
easy life poems and reveals the reasons of Bai juyi′s easy life poems as well as their 
content ,taking the social background into acccount. At the same time,this chapter will 
summarize the development and change of Bai juyi′s easy life ideal in different stage 
and their incorporation in poems.Secondly,this paper analyzes the general 
characteristics of easy life poems.They are themes,connotation and artistic features.In 
a word,the study about the two issues above is to show the process of easy life 
poems′production and development truly and comprehensively,and to make further 
research about its artistic form and the composing psychology.So as to get an 
objective and comprehensive understanding about its importance in Bai juyi′s literary 
creation and even in the phylogeny of literature. 
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